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Author's response to reviews:

To, 1/10/2005
The Editor,
BMC Urology,
Respected sir,
I am sending herewith the re-revised manuscript "Immediate endoscopic management of complete iatrogenic anterior urethral injuries: A case series with long-term results". Kindly consider the same for publication in BMC Urology. All the comments by reviewer Ghulam Nabi are addressed to below. The manuscript is checked by two English reviewers for possible grammatical mistakes.

Thanking you,
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Hemendra Shah
Co- author

Reply to Reviewer Ghulam Nabi report-
Comment 1- Change title to "Immediate endoscopic management of traumatic.....".
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 2- Change size of needle from F to G.
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 3- Some of the syntax and grammatical mistakes such as "feasible to perform" "Patients were subjected---change to " patients were offered"
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 4- "0 degree telescope -change to- 0 degree endoscope"
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 5- Average follow up of 49.2 months (range 7-74 months) -change to - Mean or median follow up of......(range 7-74 months).
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 6- Accepted treatment methods are based on.... change to....there are no accepted treatment options....
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 7- Sentence with "procedure in as timely a fashion as possible" does not make a sense and
needs revision.
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.

Comment 8- Revise sentence "development of stricture in these three patients was attributable to... "
Reply- Necessary changes made in revised manuscript.